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 This work focuses on predicting the expected throughput value of the 

network at a certain throughput range. A probability model for 

multiple users’ real time data environment was developed for 

estimating the probability of obtaining UDPupT on the network for 

different signal ranges. Normal distribution was implemented to 

obtain a general function for predicting the probability distribution 

function (PDF) and cumulative distribution function (CDF) for 

obtaining the different variables. The probability model provides an 

additional way to predict a particular throughput value and not a 

range of value, so we can describe the probability of obtaining 

Signal to noise ratio (SNR) virtually in all the SNR cases is either 

very high or low. The study shows that the probability model 

developed from a combined multiple users’ data environment for 

UDP protocol in a WLAN system trusted for estimating UDPupT has 

a high throughput within the range of 8 to 9.99 Mbps. 
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1. Introduction 

The past few decades have witnessed an explosion in information sharing. Wireless access has played 

a crucial role in enabling users connect to the internet at any time and from anywhere for the purpose 

of information sharing [6]. In recent times, unlimited broadband access is now being provided for users 

using wireless broadband technologies such as Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN). WLAN allows 

the sharing of data between computers and workstations employing radio frequency technology and 

IEEE wireless standards [3]. WLAN based on the IEEE802.11 standards is popularly used in computer 

networks around the world. The IEEE802.11 standards are widely accepted because it offers high speed 

data rates and low cost of end user equipment.  

WLANS can be deployed in homes, schools, university campuses, office buildings etc. to enable users 

share information easily and efficiently. As WLAN is being deployed in various environment, there is 

need to monitor the end-to-end communication between the end devices through a WLAN network. 

[8] 

The transport layer from the TCP/IP application which is at the 4th layer of the Open System 

Interconnection (OSI) model shown in table 1 can be used to access the network. [7]   
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Table 1: The 7 Layers of the OSI Model. [1]   

The OSI model is a very important protocol in networking that allows different system to communicate. 

The OSI model system can be used as the layered protocol whereby WLAN system can be predicted. 

For example: In analyzing/predicting the throughput performance of the WLAN system, the transport 

layer which comprises of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) can 

be used to predict the network. This protocol is an internet protocol suite used by programs running in 

different computers, it is used for sending messages called datagram [4].  

The TCP is characterized with a reliable data connection while UDP as an unreliable data connection. 

With TCP, a packet sent from one point is received at the other end in correct order. TCP requires 

acknowledgment and flow control. TCP is also called a three-way handshake protocol. Considering two 

computers communicating, one as the sender and the other the receiver, a synchronization packet sent 

to a receiver computer, is replied with an acknowledgment message informing the sender it has received 

the message. And finally, the sender computer sends an acknowledgment message back to the receiver. 

Once this process has taken place data can be delivered. But in the case of UDP it does not establish a 

connection or guarantee delivery of data. Packets are either lost, duplicated or even received out of order. 

Though UDP has better speed and is more efficient compared to Transmission Control Protocol for 

applications that do not require guaranteed delivery of data [9]. UDP uses a simple transmission model 

also known as a linear model which reduces communication to a process of transmitting information [2]. 

The communication is essentially point-to-point and its uses the client/server model of communication 

where a computer requests and is provided a service by another computer in the network [10]. 

UDP is a suitable protocol for predicting the throughput of the WLAN network. Predictive tools for UDP 

throughput are rarely available. Thus, the availability of such a model will provide UDP predictive tools, 

thereby making the network installation process easier and more efficient for UDP applications. 

This study seeks to proffer a probability model that predicts the expected throughput value of the network 

at a certain throughput range. The probability model provides an additional way to predict a particular 

throughput value and not a range of value, so we can describe the probability of obtaining SNR virtually 

in all the SNR cases is either very high or low. 
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2. Methodology 

The study was carried out within the University of Benin main campus. This location lies within the 

coordinates 6.33500N and 5.60370E. Three different environments (open space, hallway, and 

administrative office building) that can fairly represent an actual networking environment for 

WLAN users/clients were identified within the campus for this study. These environments were 

labeled for the purpose of this report as environment 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Though this study is 

mainly based on environment 1 (open space). 

To determine this work, the performance of WLAN in terms of UDP throughput focus on the 

upstream assessment of TCP/IP layer behavior which was monitored in this work in real-time 

measurement. The work also considered received signal strength level at the client terminal as an 

important parameter to measure. The throughput is measured in Mbps while the RSSL is measured 

in dBm. In this study, both hardware and software tools were used to achieve the field work 

involving data collection. The software tools used is Tamosoft Throughput Test and inSSIDer 

version 2.1. The experiment was done using an Access Point (AP) mounted on a pole depending on 

the environment being used as shown in Figure 1. 

                                                                                         
Figure 1: Open space (Environment 1) 

 

The AP has a data speed up to 100MHz, operating at 2.4GHz band. It also supports both IEEE 

802.11b and g standard. The Ethernet cable used was CAT 5. The AP has an integrated adaptive 

antenna that enables the network users within its coverage area to receive radio waves The AP was 

powered from the 12Vdc output from the power adapter, and connected with a Power over Ethernet 

(PoE) cable terminated at RJ45 connector. The AP was configured with a private IP address 

192.168.1.30. Laptops representing servers and clients were also connected to the network. 
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2.1 Probability prediction 

The probability prediction provides an additional way to predict a particular throughput value and not 

a range of value, so we can describe the probability of obtaining SNR virtually in all the SNR cases as 

either very high or low. For example, the network engineers are more interested in the probability that 

a throughput value falls above or below 10Mbps rather than the probability that is equal to 10Mbps.  

In achieving this, the data collected was combined and used to predict the probability of obtaining 

UDPupT on the network for different signal ranges. Normal distribution was implemented to obtain a 

general function for predicting the probability distribution function (PDF) and cumulative distribution 

function (CDF) for obtaining the variable. The mathematical model shown in equation (1) defines the 

Normal/Gaussian distribution 

 

f(x)
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σ√2π
e
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(-∞<x<+∞)
                                                                                                                    (1) 

where σ is the standard deviation of the population, μ = population mean, x =
variable (UDPupT) been measured. F(x) =probability distribution function of obtaining x Mbps. 

Table 2 shows the combined environment of the variable (UDPupT) data statistical parameter. This 

was obtained and inserted into equation 1 by using standard deviation and mean values for the 

different categories of SNR to obtain the probability density function model. Equation (1) estimates 

the probability of obtaining a specific value of x Mbps and not a range of values. This has little 

practical significance due to the fact that what is more realistic for network engineers is an estimation 

of a range of x Mbps values obtainable. This leads to the evaluation of the cumulative distribution 

function (CDF) in terms of standard units where the throughput is never negative but always at the 

range from zero to infinity (0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ ∞). In order to achieve this, equation (1) is thus transformed to 

a standard normal form shown in equation (2) 
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The normally distributed random variable is standardized for researchers to determine with ease 

the probability associated with a range of values of that variable by using a standardized 

distribution table shown in Appendix A. The standardize value of the normally distributed random 

variable is called Z score and is calculated using the formula shown in Equation (3) 

Where Z=
𝑥−𝜇

𝜎
                                                                                                                          (3) 

where σ is the standard deviation of the population, μ = population mean, x =
variable (UDPupT) being measured. F(x) = probability distribution function of obtaining x Mbps. 

The equation is standardized by subtracting the population mean of the distribution from the variable 

and then divide the difference by the standard deviation of the distribution 
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3. Results and Discussion 

This section describes the probability of obtaining the variable for different ranges from which the 

statistical parameter as shown in Table 2, where the mean and standard deviation are inserted into 

the CDF for a combined environment of UDPupT shown in equation (4).  

The value considered for Z can be obtained as UDPupT 

Z=
𝑥−7.92

2.265
                                                       (4) 

According to Ify (2011) cumulative distribution function (CDF) 

F(Z)=
1

√2𝜋
∫ 𝑒−

1

2
𝑢2𝑍

−∞
𝑑𝑢                                                                                                   (5) 

For any value of Z score in equation (4), the CDF can be found from the standard normal 

distribution Table in the Appendix A. 

Table 2: UDPupT CDF Probability Model Values all environments combined (Multiple Users) 

UDPupT (Mbps) Statistical Parameter CDF Probability model value from the Z table 

>12 Probability 0.0359 

10-11.99 Probability 0.1429 

8-9.99 Probability 0.3372 

6-7.99 Probability 0.2808 

4-5.99 Probability 0.1615 

2-3.99 Probability 0.0373 

0-1.99 Probability 0.0044 

Table 2 represent the unadjusted CDF probability model values using Z tables in order to 

accurately predict the probability of obtaining UDPupT for different signal ranges in the multiple 

users’ environment. 

The probability prediction from the combined multiple users’ environment can be relied on for 

estimating UDPupT, this has a high throughput within the range of 8-9.99 Mbps as shown in Table 

2 which shows that the probability of obtaining a high throughput of about 10Mbps is high within 

the range of 0.34. However, the prediction describes adequately the behavior of UDP in this mode 

of operation.  

4. Conclusion  

 

The probability model predicts what the empirical model cannot predict (variables with no 

correlation). For example, it provides a throughput prediction that the throughput value can either fall 

above or below 10Mbps rather than the probability that is equal to 10Mbps. In this work, the 

probability prediction shows that a WLAN system can be relied on using UDP as the transport 
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layered protocol. Thus, the need for more predictive tools while carrying out network design and 

installation to achieve better customer’s satisfaction is the core aim of this work. 

 

List of Abbreviations 

AP   Access point 

CDF    Cumulative distribution function Probability  

IEEE   Institute of Electrical Electronic Engineering 

IP    Internet Protocol 

Mbps   Megabits per second 

PDF   Probability density function 

             PoE   Power over Ethernet 

            RSSL   Received Signal Strength Level 

SNR    Signal to noise ratio 

TCP    Transmission control protocol  

UDPupT  User Datagram Protocol Upstream throughput 

Wi-Fi    Wireless fidelity  

WLANs   Wireless local area networks   
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